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L, (0 ( a < 1) is a class of infinitely divisible distributions defined by restricting 
the measure in the Levy-Khinchin formula to a special form. When a = 1, L, is 
just the classical class L. Several properties for L, classes, which are similar to the 
most important properties for the class L, are established. Also, a conjecture of 
Wolfe about unimodality of some L, distributions is disproved by giving a coun- 
terexample. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For a constant a, 0 < a < 1, the set of distributions whose ch. f. (charac- 
teristic function) have the following form is called the class L, 
m 
f(t)=exp iinl-+o’t” + --03 
f i 
eifX- 1--+$ 
. i 
/XI-a k(x) dx , 
i 
where a and CJ 2 0 are constants, k(x) is a nonnegative function, 
nondecreasing in (-co, 0) and nonincreasing in (0, co), and 
Evidently, distributions of class L, are infinitely divisible. When a = 1, L, is 
just the classical class L. 
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As is well known, class L has several remarkable properties. One of them 
is a result of Levy [2]. He proved that for a ch.f. fE L it is necessary and 
sufficient that for each 0 < /3 < 1, there is a ch. f. f. such that f(t) = 
f(t//3)&(t). O’Connor in [3] gave a similar result for class L,. But he 
imposed some further conditions. In this paper, we relax these conditions, 
and get a generalization of Levy’s result. 
Another important property for class L is its defining property: a ch.f. f 
belongs to L, iff there is a sequence {v/,(t)} of ch.fs, a sequence {B,} of 
positive numbers and a sequence {An} of numbers such that v~(~/B,J, k < n; 
n = 1, 2,..., is a uan’ system and 
uniformly on any finite interval. We give a similar result for L,. O’Connor 
[3] gave another result. But his conditions are stronger and more difficult to 
verify. 
The third important property for class L is the unimodality of its 
distributions. This property was announced thirty years ago but it was 
established in 1978 only by Yamazato [5]. Wolfe [4] has a conjecture about 
the unimodality of certain distributions in class L,. We here give a coun- 
terexample to his conjecture. 
2. SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
At first we prove a theorem which could guarantee a function to be an 
infinitely divisible ch.f. It will be quoted repeatedly and may have 
independent interest. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose {fnj(t), j = l,..., k,; n = 1, 2,...,} is a uan system 
of ch.J’s, satisfying the following conditions: 
1. fnj(t) # 0 for 1 tl < b, ,j = l,..., k,, n = I, 2 ,.... Here 6, > 0 and 
bn T *. 
2. For a system of positive numbers {A,, j = I,..., k,, n = 1, 2 ,... ), 
f,(t) = I-I;: 1 [fn.jWl 4~ -+ f (t) uniformly on any finite interval oft. 
Then, f (t) is an inj?nitely divisible ch$ 
To prove this theorem we need several lemmas. We prove them here to 
make this paper more self-contained. 
1 For the definition of “uan,” see 161. 
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LEMMA 2.2. For any distribution function F(x), if 
a= 
I xdF(x), then for 1 t I< b, lXI< 1 
O3 (eifcxea) - 1) dF(x) / < C(b)[ j x2 dF(x) + j df’(x) 
-02 IXl< 1 Ixi>l I 
for It\ < b. Here C(b) is a constant depending only on b. 
Proof. By using Taylor’s theorem, we have 
I jm (eifcxea) - 1) dF(x) -02 
< (e if(x-a) - l)dF(x) + 2 j dF(x) 
IXI< 1 Ixl>l 
<b 
(I 
,*,<, (x-a)Wx) 
+;j 
Ixl< 1 
(x2 - 2ax + a’) dF(x) + 2 l,X, ~ I dF(x), 
j, ,<,x2W4+P+b)j dF(x) 
x IXl> 1 
by using the definition of a, 1 a ( < 1, and -2~’ + a2 s,,, <, dF(x) < 0. 
LEMMA 2.3. If F(x) is a distribution function with median m, F*(x) = 
IT, F(x + y) dF( y) and H(x) > 0 is a function which does not decrease as 
/x / increases, then 
jm H(x) dF*(x) > i jrn H(x) dF(x + m). 
-cc -m 
Proof. (Gnedenko-Kolmogorov [ 11). We have 
I O” H(x) dF* (x) -m 
I1 O” 
= H(x -Y) dF(x) WY) 
-m 
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> jjxSm H(x - m) dF(x> dF(Y) + j,x,, H(x - ml dF(x) WY) 
Y<m Y>m 
>5 jxam fqx - m) dF(x) + t jx<m H(x - ml dF(x) 
f 
m 1 =i H(x) dF(x + m). 
-'xl 
LEMMA 2.4. If F(x) is a distribution function with median m, 
a = I,,, <, xdF(x + m), f(t) is the ch$ ofF(x), and for some 6 > 0, f(t) # 0 
as ItI < 6, thenfor any b > 0, 
,;yjb If(t) eCiffm+‘) - 1 I < G(b, 4 j6 I log If(t)11 dt. 
0 
G(b, S) is a constant depending only on b and 6. 
Proof: We have 
i ’ I log If Ml dt 0 
> j; (1 - INN dt 2 + j; (I - IfW12> dt 
=+j’dt jm (1 - cos tx) dF*(x) 
0 -co 
>G,@) j, 
L x 
,<,xzdF*(X)+j,~,,ldF*(X)] 
~+G1(~)[~,x,<, 
x2 dF(x + m) + j dF(x + m) , G,(6) > 0, 
IXl>l I 
by applying Lemma 2.3, with 
H(x) = x2, 1x1 < 1, 
= 1, /XI > 1. 
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On the other hand, by Lemma 2.2, as / t ( < b, 
If(t) e-if(m+a) - 11 
= ji cc (e if(x-a) - l)dJyx+m) --x1 
x2 dF(x + m) + 1 dF(x + m) . 
IXl<l ” IX > 1 1 
Therefore 
sup If(t) e-ir(m+a) - 1) < 2 
ItlGb 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let Fnj(x) be the distribution function 
corresponding tofni(t), mnj be a median of F,j, 
a, = p A,j(a,j + m,j), 
j=l 
L(f) = exp !%t + jJ, Anj(.Lj(t) - l)(. 
Note that {$,} is a uan system and l,(t) is an infinitely divisible ch.f. We 
need only to prove that Tn(t)-+f(t) uniformly on any finite interval as 
n-P co. 
Take b > 0. As n is large b, > b. For such n as 1 t / < b we havef,,j(t) # 0 
and thus f,(t) and log f,(t) are well-defined. 
log&(t) = + knj l"gfnj(r) 
171 
= 2 Anj lOgT”j(t) + ita, 
j=l 
= ita, + t  Anjvnj(t) -  1) + R,(t) 
j=l 
= log.&) + R”(f). 
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Thus we need only to prove 
uniformly on any finite interval of t. 
At first we note that 
Here E, = maxiGjCk, SUP,,,~~ Iynj(t) - 11, E, -+ 0 since {T,j} is a uan system. 
B, denotes the expression 
We need only to prove that B, is bounded. 
SinceS(0) = 1 andf(t) is continuous, there exists 6 > 0 such thatf(t) # 0 
as ) tl Q 6, by Lemma 2.4, 
< G(b, 6) ? AnjJ’ I log I.CJtI I dt j=l 0 
= W, @ j’ I log If,Wl I dt 
0 
-G(b,S)~6/loglf(r)lld~< ~0. 
0 
So, B, is bounded. 
If p(t) is a characteristic function, we define 
T(p) = sup (b > 0; /p(t)1 > 0 for It / < b). 
Evidently, if T@) # co, then it should be a zero of p(t). 
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose a, 0 < a < 1, is a constant, p(t) and f (t) are two 
nondegenerate characteristic functions and r > 0 is a constant. If 
p(t) = p+wf(t), for (tl < T@)min 
then r < 1. 
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Proof. Assume r = 1. Then, f(t) E 1 as ) t 1 < I@), and thereforef(t) = 1, 
t E R, contradicting to the hypothesis that f is not degenerate. 
If r > 1, then 
or equivalently, 
Iterate this inequality to get 
IPWI 2 P $ I ( )I, -+ IPW = 1. 
This also contradicts the nondegeneracy of p. 
LEMMA 2.6. Suppose 0 < a < 1, p(t) is a characteristic function such 
that for any r, 0 < r < 1, there is a ch.f. p, with 
p(t) = PW) p,(t), ItI < UPI. 
Then T(p) = 00. 
Proof. Suppose T= T(p) < cc is true. Then p(T) = 0; p(t) # 0, 1 t( < T. 
From the functional equation of the lemma p,(T) = 0 for all r, 0 < r < 1. 
From a well known inequality, we have 
=4 (1- (p (f) I*/~p+* ($) I’). 
But as r + 1, the right-hand side of this inequality tends to 0, a contradiction. 
Thus T(p) = 00. 
LEMMA 2.7. Suppose 0 < a < 1, p(t) is a ch$, and for any r, 0 < r < 1, 
there is a chJ p,(t), such that 
p(t) = /TO p,(t), tE R. 
p(t) and every p,.(t) are infinitely divisible. 
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Proof: At first we prove that p(t) is infinitely divisible. For any positive 
integer n > 2, 
(I/n)‘-n n 
n 
k=2 
From Lemma 2.6 we know that p(t) # 0. So the above relation is meaningful. 
By the conditions of the lemma, for any pair (k, n), 1 < k < n, k = l,..., n, 
is a ch.f. We assert that {pnk, k = l,..., n; n = 1, 2 ,..., } is a uan system. 
Let 6 = inflllo Ip(r 6 > 0 by Lemma 2.6. If a > 0 and z’ is continuous 
in the region -rr < arg z ( 71, and takes the value 1 at z = 1, then 
Jl-zaJ= /j-l 1 dz, ,<a(1 +lr(“-‘)/I -z/a 
Leta,=((k- 1)/k)‘-“, then for jtJ,<b, 1 <k<n, 
i&k@) - 1 / < a-’ IP ($J (yt)I 
+6-l jp (?I) -p’k(Gt) 1 
=B,+B,. 
Because p(m) is uniformly continuous on 1 t (< b, maxkGn suplrlib B, -+ 0 as 
n+ oc). Also 
B, Q 6-l I/I-“~ (-g-l1 
<d-*11 -a,l(l +s-1) 
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Because ak T 1 as k + co, for E > 0, there exists K > 0 such that if k > K, 
11 - a,1 < E. Then, 
max sup B, < max sup B, + max sup B, 
k<n Itl<b k<K Ifl<b K<k<n ltl<b 
Thus, 
lim max sup B,<E’(l +S-‘) 2s. 
n-m k=zn Ifl<b 
But E > 0 is arbitrary. If we make E 1 0, we get maxkGn sup,,, Cb B, + 0, and 
the uan of {pnk} is proved. 
Applying Theorem 2.1, we know that p(t) is infinitely divisible. 
Let 0 < r < 1. For n > 2/r, denote k = [nr]. Then 
/+k,n,@) = dt)/#k’n)‘-a 
((j- ~)/II)‘-~ 
If we make n + a~, we get pcklnj (t) -+ p,(t). By Theorem 2.1 the infinite 
divisibility of p,(t) follows. 
3. CHARACTERIZATION THEOREM FOR L, CLASS 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose 0 < a < 1 and p is a chJ p E L, lpfor any r, 
0 < r < 1, there exists a ch.f. pr such that 
p(t) = pr’-Vt) s p,(t), for all t. 
Proof. The necessity part can be proved by direct verification by using 
the defining form of L, ch.f. 
For the sufficiency part, as a = 1, the relation reduces to the charac- 
terization equation for L class, which is well known. We therefore consider 
only the case 0 Q a < 1. 
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Suppose the relation holds. From Lemma 2.7, p(t) and p,(t) are both 
infinitely divisible. Let their Levy representations be 
p(t) = exp 
I 
ifa - +-olt2 + 
a2 
1 ( 
e itx -l- 
-a, 
-$-p dM(x) 9 
.i ! 
PJt)=exp ita,--+cqtl’+ 
I 
co 
J^ ( 
eitx- 1 - 
-cc *) dM,(x)i * 
Substituting the above equations into the functional equation, and using the 
uniqueness of Levy representation, we get 
M,(x) = M(x) - r’-“M 3 , ( 1 X# 0, 
af = (1 - +a) 02, 
a,= (1 -+a)&- (1 +--j~~ (1 +;T;‘,2x2). 
Now, let 
A(x)=M([(l -a)x]“‘-=), A=r’-“,o <A < 1. 
Then, from M,(x) = M(x) - r ‘-“44(x/r) and the nondecreasing property of 
M,, we obtain 
4+4x2w[A (?)-A (?)I, x,>x,>0,1>~>0. 
Since A(x) is nondecreasing, it is continuous almost everywhere. But from 
this inequality it is seen that if it is continuous at x > 0, then it is continuous 
at every x/A. So, A(x) is continuous for x > 0. 
From the above inequality we deduce that 
A@,) -A621 > A@,/~) -A(x,l~) 
x,-x2 ’ x,/A -x,/A ’ 
x,>x,>0,1>~>0. 
If we denote D ‘f(x) = i&r,,,,+ ((f(x + h) -f(x))/h), the upper right Dini 
derivative off at x, we have 
D+A(x)>D+A x>O,l>A>O, 
or, D+A(x) is nonincreasing. Thus, it is easy to see that the function A(x) is 
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concave in (0, co). Therefore, A(x) is absolutely continuous, A’(x) > 0 is 
nonincreasing, and 
A(x)=-j”A’(u)du, x > 0. 
x 
Let 
k(x)=A’ (($--)x1-$ x>o. 
Then 
k(x) = x”M’(x) a.e. in (0, 00). 
k(x) is a nonincreasing nonnegative function in (0, co). 
In the same way, we can prove that as x < 0, 1x1” M’(x) is also 
nonnegative and nondecreasing and we denote it still by k(x). Thus 
p(t) = exp iat - +--ozt2 + 
I 
m 
J ( 
eitx - 1 - 
al 
$)1x\-” k(x)dxl . 
Remark. In proving his characterization theorem, O’Connor [3] 
required that p and pr are infinitely divisible or p is infinitely divisible and 
p’(u) (u # 0) exists, up’(u) -+ 0 as u + 0. Under these conditions he proved 
that satisfying the functional equation is equivalent to belonging to L,. 
4. A CHARACTERIZATION THEOREM OF LIMIT THEOREM FORM 
THEOREM 4.1. A~h$pEL~(O<a<l),iffthereisasequence{~,}of 
chJ’s without zeros such that {vk(t/n), k < n; n = 1,2,...,} is a uan system 
and 
n 
f,(t) = n iw&ln>lk’“‘-” --) PW 
k=l 
uniformly on any j?nite interval. 
Proof. Sufficiency. Suppose 0 < r < 1 and let m = [nr], the integral part 
of the number nr. As n is sufficiently large, 
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As n + co, by Theorem 1, we see that p is infinitely divisible, 
and pr is also infinitely divisible. Thus p E L, . 
Conversely, suppose p E L,. Then for any r, 0 < r < 1, there exists 
infinitely divisible ch.f. pr such that 
P(t) = bwl”-“P,(~). 
Let 
y/k(l) = @(& ,),k(kt))k-Q = @(kt)/p”k- *)‘k)‘-“((k - 1) t))k-“. 
vk(f) is a ch.f., and { wk(t/n), k = l,..., n; n = 1, 2 ,... ] is a uan system, and 
dt> = f,, (yk (;) ) k’n(‘-u). 
Remark. O’Connor’s theorem 4 in [3] states that p E L, iff there is a 
sequence (y,} of ch.f.‘s without zeros, such that 
1 < k < n; n = 1, 2,..., 
constitute a uan system and n;=,fnk(t) -+p(t) uniformly on any finite 
interval. 
But, except I,v,,‘s are infinitely divisible, it should be very diffkult even to 
verify that f,,(t) = [u/Jr/n)] 1’n’m* is a ch.f. But in our theorem we need only 
to verify that { ~,(t/n), k = l,..., n; n = 1, 2 ,..., } is a uan system, which should 
be easier. 
Furthermore, if the conditions of O’Connor’s theorem are satisfied, the 
system { vk(r/n), k = I,..., n; n = 1, 2 ,..., } is automatically a uan system. In 
fact, we have the following result. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let {v,(t)} b e a sequence of ch.fs without zero, and 
k = l,..., n; n = 1, 2,..., 
is a uan system, and as n + 03, ni!, fnk(t) --t p(t) uniformly on any finite 
interval. Then { w,(t/n), k < n, n = 1, 2 ,..., } is a uan system. 
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ProoJ: Because 
fi,/.k(f)= fi, (u/k (~))k’n’-~-Po~ 
[ fjfnp,,k (rq)](n-“n? 1_1: [ vk (+)]k’nc’--e’+p(f) 
uniformly on any finite interval as n -+ co, we get that 
(& (;))“I fi f.*(r)/[ yj’s,-,., (r * $)]““-1)‘n)‘-a+ 1 
k=l k=l 
uniformly on any finite interval, and then 
v/n + -1 
( 1 
uniformly on any finite interval. But 
Therefore, maxi GjGn SUP,,, Gb 1 vj(t/n) - lI+ 0 as n + 00 for any b > 0. 
Remark. It is not difficult to verify that the limit relation 
can be replaced by 
fj { tj+(t/~))fk’n)‘-a -, p(t). 
k=l 
In the last form it could be seen as a generalization of the corresbonding 
property for class L. 
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5. A COUNTEREXAMPLE 
Wolfe [4] pointed out that, if 0 < a < 1 and k(x) is one-sided, then it is 
plausible that one could prove the unimodality of L, distribution with such 
k(x). We here give an example which shows that Wolfe’s conjecture is not 
true. 
For O<a< 1, let 
g(x) =r(l ‘_ ~ xeoe-‘, x > 0, 
= 0, 
- “J 
x < 0, 
and 
f (4 = exp a I om (eifX - 1) g(x) dx/ ; 
here a > 0 is a constant which will be determined later. It is easy to see that 
fE L,, and the distribution function corresponding to this ch.f. is 
e k(l-al-l,- 
F(x) = 
as x > 0, 
as x < 0. 
F(x) has a discontinuity at the origin. In order that F(x) is unimodal it is 
necessary that 
a ak 1 
k;* 73 T(k(1 - a)) Y 
k(l-a)-le-y 
is nonincreasing, or for any positive integer m 
-? ak-m - yk”-“I-*(k(l - CY) - 1 -y) < 0. 
k!, k! 
Take y = 1, m = [2/(1 - a)] + I, to reduce this inequality to 
m-1 co 
ks, Gckcl--a)p2)+ kTm k!r(k(l -a)) 
ak-“(k(1 -a) - 2) ~ o 
’ 
But as D -+ +co, the left hand side + + co, therefore there exists a > 0 such 
that the above inequality does not hold, and F is not unimodal, and FE L,. 
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From this example, it is not difficult to construct L, distribution which is 
absolutely continuous and not unimodal. 
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